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RNA Structure Comes of Age Meeting Review
Olke C. Uhlenbeck,* Arthur Pardi,* and Juli Feigon² its receptor, could not have been predicted. The first
*Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry talk by J. Doudna (Yale University) provided new insights
University of Colorado into the structure and introduced what were to become
Boulder, Colorado 80309 the leitmotifs of the meeting: domains, specific ion bind-
²Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry ing sites, folding, recognition, and catalysis. The last
University of California, Los Angeles talk by T. Steitz (Yale University), aptly titled ªMetals,
Los Angeles, California 90095-1569 Motifs, and Recognition . . . ,º summed up these topics
in the context of the largest ribosomal RNA domain
structure solved thus farand pointed out the importance
The first ever meeting devoted entirely to RNA Structure of metals, water-mediated hydrogen bonds, the 29OH,
was held under the redwoods on the University of Cali- and stacking interactions inholding RNA together. Steitz
fornia, Santa Cruz campus, June 26±29, 1997. Meeting also reminded us that the non-Watson-Crick base pairs
organizersH. F. Noller, J. D. Puglisi, T. A. Steitz, I. Tinoco, incorporated into even the double helical regions of RNA
Jr., and C. Wilson should be congratulated on having not only affect the groove widths but also provide a
the prescience to organize this event. Even 2 1/2 years varied pattern of proton donors and acceptors in the
ago, with the publication of the first large RNA structure major and minor grooves for recognition by proteins.
since tRNA in 1978, the48-nucleotide hammerhead ribo-
zyme (Pley et al., 1994), it would have been hard to
Structures of Small RNA Motifspredict the sheer numbers of recent successes in the
One of the most striking aspects of the meeting was thepast year or so (Figure 1). The sense of excitement at
tremendous progress made in determining structures ofthe meeting was not unlike the feeling engendered in
the small modular units of RNA structure: short helices,scientists by the overwhelming amounts of new data
mismatches, bulges, internal loops, pseudoknots, etc.sent back by the recent explorations of the Sojourner
No fewer than 30 such structures were presented usingon Mars. After so many years with only a few RNA struc-
both NMR and X-ray crystallography (Table 1). For manytures to analyze, we were now presented with more
systems, the structural biologists use a reductionist ap-structural data than could be fully appreciated during
proach where a small module or folding domain is stud-the short span of the meeting. It was also clear that
ied. Even the crystal structures of RNA discussed abovescientists are already looking beyond the pure beauty
are still only modules of larger RNAs. However, studiesof these new structures to what they can tell us about
of these small RNA modules are proving remarkablythe function of this fascinating and diverse class of mole-
successful at reproducing the functional properties ofcules.
the domains in the full RNA. For example, J. PuglisiThe RNA structure field has developed in an interest-
(University of California, Santa Cruz) presented a struc-ing way. In the absence of high-resolution data, robust
ture of a small hairpin derived from the A site of E. coliphylogenetic methods were developed to obtain sec-
16S rRNA complexed with the aminoglycoside antibiot-ondary structure, and ingenious biochemical experi-
ics paromomycin (Fourmy et al., 1996) and gentamicin.ments were used to define nucleotide accessibility and
His structure neatly explained the chemical footprintingtodetect long range tertiary interactions. With the help of
data of paromomycin onribosomes, the reduced activitymodeling, low-resolution structures had emerged. This
of a number of other aminoglycosides, and why certainmeeting marked the convergence of these nonconven-
nucleotide substitutions lead to antibiotic resistance.tional approaches with the more conventional tools of
Thus, this small motif appears to have the same struc-structural biology, X-ray crystallography and NMR. The
ture as it has in the ribosome.interaction of these two diverse groups of scientists was
Even for simple RNA duplexes, the structural diversityoften entertaining.
of these small motifs was astounding. S. Holbrook (Law-In this meeting report, we present highlights from the
rence Berkeley National Laboratory) showed how simpleoral sessions. Numerous additional structural studies
mismatches in short RNA helices areenough tosubstan-were presented on the posters (Table 1). The conference
tially distort the helix pitch and diameter, as well as thewas framed by talks on the high-resolution crystal struc-
major and minor groove widths (Holbrook et al., 1991;tures of the largest RNA solved to date, the 160-nucleo-
Baeyens et al., 1995, 1996). The long helix that formstide P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron
part of 5S RNA (solved by the Steitz and Moore labs)from the Doudna, Cech, and Kundrot labs, and the
contained many such mispairs that resulted in a very62-nucleotide ribosomal 5S RNA domain from the Steitz
irregular helix. Thus, unlike DNA where sequence-spe-and Moore labs. The group Idomain structure, published
cific contacts with proteins form primarily in the majorin late 1996 (Cate et al., 1996), provided an opportunity
groove, both grooves of a typical RNA helix present ato compare years of biochemical work with the high-
richly textured surface for binding of proteins or otherresolution structure. While the placement of helices was
ligands.about as expected fromthe solution data, thediversity of
Another surprise was the variety of base±base interac-structural detail, such as the A platforms, the adenosine-
tions observed in the structures presented in the talksrich corkscrew that coordinates two Mg(II) ions and
and posters. In the past few years, we have learned thatbinds the minor groove of a helix, and the specifichydro-
gen bond interactions between the GAAA tetraloop and the simple lexicon of Watson±Crick and wobble pairs
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it will be to predict these ªnoncanonicalº pairs since
they clearly depend upon local environment.
Steitz and Moore reported similar X-ray crystal and
NMR solution structures for the 23S sarcin/ricin hairpin
and the 5S loop E and helix IV RNAs solved in their
laboratories. P. Moore (Yale University) presented solu-
tion structures of 4 small RNAs: the sarcin/ricin loop
(Szewczak et al., 1993), procaryotic 5S loop E, the anti-
codon stem-loop of tRNAfmet (Schweisguth and Moore,
1997), and loop IIA of U2 snRNA, as simple examples of
RNAs containing well-characterized RNA folding motifs,
such as U turns and noncanonical base pairs. The loop
E has an interstrand A stack and a very narrow major
groove. The crystal structure reveals the role of metal
Figure 1. Graph of the Number of RNA Structures in the Brookhaven ions in bringing the backbone close together, as well
Protein Database as a Function of Year
as water-mediated hydrogen bonds in some of the baseAll RNA, RNA±DNA complexes, and RNA±protein complexes are
pairs in the center of loop E. The crystal structure of theincluded in the list.
sarcin/ricin loop has a large major groove and lots of
hydrogen bonds from 29OH along the backbone.
In vitro selection experiments have yielded many fas-needed to beexpanded to reflect the many ways that the
cinating RNA molecules of a size attractive to structuralnucleotides can form two-hydrogen bond base pairs.
biologists. Although the majority of these RNAs haveHowever, it is now clear that this structural variation
been targeted to proteins, many experiments have beenneeds to be further extended to include one-hydrogen
performed to select RNAs that bind small ligands. C.bond basepairs, water-mediated base pairs, protonated
Wilson (University of California, Santa Cruz) reportedbase pairs, as well as base±29OH and base±phosphate
hydrogen bonding interactions. It is unclear how easy crystals of RNA aptamers that bind biotin and vitamin
Table 1. RNA Structures Reported at Santa Cruz Meetinga
Name Method Authors or Referenceb
Group I Ribozyme Domain X-ray Cate et al., 1996
62 nt fragment from 5S X-ray Correll, C.C., Freeborn, B., Moore, P.B., and Steitz, T.A.
Loop E dodecamer from 5S X-ray Correll, C.C., Freeborn, B., Moore, P.B., and Steitz, T.A.
Sarcin/ricin loop from 28S rRNA X-ray Correll, C.C., Munishkin, A., Ren, Z., Wool, I.R., and Steitz, T.A.
Hammerhead ribozyme X-ray Scott et al., 1995
AI duplex X-ray Carter, R.J., Baeyens, K.J., SantaLucia, J., Jr., Turner, D.H., and Holbrook, S.R.
UUCG duplex X-ray Holbrook et al., 1991
UUUG duplex X-ray Baeyens et al., 1995
GAAA duplex X-ray Baeyens et al., 1996
r(GUGCACA)dC duplex X-ray Biswas, R., Mitra, S.N., and Sundaralingam, M.
Iron responsive element hairpin loop NMR Laing and Hall, 1996; Addess, K.J., Basilion, J.P., Klausner, R.D., Rouault, T.A.,
and Pardi, A.
Hepatitis delta central hairpin NMR Lynch, S., and Tinoco, I., Jr.; Kolk et al., 1997
TYMV pseudoknot NMR Kolk, M.H., van der Graaf, M., Wijmenga, S.S., Pleij, C.W.A., Heus, H.A., and
Hilbers, C.W.
SRP domain IV hairpin NMR Lukavsky et al., 1997
Spliced leader RNA NMR Xu, J., and Crothers, D.M.
16S rRNA A site-paromomycin complex NMR Fourmy et al., 1996
16S rRNA A site-gentamicin complex NMR Yoshizawa, S., Fourmy, D., and Puglisi, J.D.
16S ribosomal A site NMR Fourmy, D., Yoshizawa, S., and Puglisi, J.D.
ATP-binding RNA aptamer NMR Dieckmann et al., 1996
Tetraloop receptor RNA NMR Butcher, S.E., Dieckmann, T., and Feigon, J.
UGAA tetraloop NMR Butcher et al., 1997
Gene 32 mRNA pseudoknot NMR Du et al., 1996
16S rRNA binding site for protein S8 NMR Kalurachchi et al., 1997
Rev peptide±RRE RNA complex NMR Battiste et al., 1996
Leadzyme NMR Hoogstraten, C.G., Legault, P., and Pardi, A.
Theophylline-binding RNA aptamer NMR Zimmermann et al., 1997
Group I ribozyme P5b hairpin loop NMR Kieft and Tinoco, 1997
Sarcin/ricin loop NMR Szewczak et al., 1993
U2 snRNA stem loop IIA NMR Stallings, S., and Moore, P.B.
39 terminal helix in 16S NMR Rife, J., and Moore, P.B.
42 nt fragment from 5S NMR Dallas, A., and Moore, P.B.
a The table contains the ªrefinedº X-ray and NMR structures of RNA that were reported in the oral talks or poster sessions at the meeting.
Structures of RNA±protein complexes are not included here due to space limitations.
b If there is a published reference for the structure then it is given, otherwise the authors from the abstracts are listed.
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Figure 2. Some of the Small Folding Motifs
Found in RNA Structures
(A) U turn in the GAAA tetraloop. The G is
purple and the A's are green. The arrow indi-
cates the phosphate where the U turn occurs.
Hydrogen bonds that characterize this tet-
raloop are shown: G1 amino-A3 phosphate,
G1 29OH-A3 N7, and for the G1-A4 base pair,
G1 amino-A4 N7 and A4 amino-G1 N3 (from
Jucker et al., 1996).
(B) Interstrand purine stack in stem II of the
hammerhead ribozyme. The two strands are
shown in green and red, respectively (from
Pley et al., 1994).
(C) Reverse sugar in the sarcin-ricin loop of
23S rRNA. The arrow points to the reverse
sugar. The O49 oxygens are red, to highlight
the directionality of the riboses (from Szew-
czak and Moore, 1995).
(D) A-platform in the GAAA tetraloop receptor
in the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme P4-P6
domain. The two different strands are yellow
and red, respectively, and the two sequential
adenines that form the platform are shown in
thicker lines. Hydrogen bonds are indicated
by dashed lines (from Cate et al., 1996).
B12 and described selection of a potentially useful mala- the RRE RNA (Harada et al., 1996). In their system, the
peptide folding appears to be coupled to RNA binding,chite green binding motif. Two interesting NMR struc-
tures of RNAs that bound AMP (J. Feigon, University with the RNA serving as a scaffold that determines the
peptide conformation in the complex. This is in contrastof California, Los Angeles) and theophylline (A. Pardi,
University of Colorado, Boulder) were reported (Dieck- to the AMP- and theophylline-binding RNA aptamers
where the ligand binding sites are not formed in the freemann et al., 1996; Jiang et al., 1996; Zimmermann et al.,
1997). In both cases, a remarkably complicated folded RNA.
In an NMR solution structure of the tetraloop receptortertiary structure almost totally engulfed the ligand,
much like an enzyme binds a substrate. The essential motif, Feigon showed that the free receptor has a very
different structure from this receptor complexed withresidues of the aptamers not only made multiple specific
hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions with the li- its GAAA tetraloop in the P4-P6 X-ray structure (Cate
et al., 1996). This means that the tetraloop receptor mustgand, but also were required for maintaining the overall
folded structure. In the absence of the ligand, much undergo a major structural rearrangement in order to
bind its GAAA ligand.of the tertiary structure did not form, emphasizing the
cooperative nature of the assembly process.
As the number of RNA structures solved by X-ray and
NMR has increased, one theme that emerges is the Metal Ions
A surprise of the meeting was the number of talks thatreoccurrence of certain types of structural motifs. RNA
motifs that have already been observed in multiple RNA focused on specific roles of monovalent and divalent
cations in folding, stability, and catalysis of RNA. Al-structures include: A platforms, base zippers, in-
terstrand purine stacks, reverse sugars, U turns includ- though the role of metal ions in RNA catalysis has been
extensively studied, their specific roles in nucleatinging GNRA tetraloops, UUCG tetraloops, and pseu-
doknots. Figure 2 shows examples of some of these folding and stabilizing tertiary interactions have been
difficult to address, primarily due to an inability to pre-motifs. Although there has been a substantial increase
in the number of RNA structures determined in the last cisely define their locations. This has now become pos-
sible with the high-resolution crystal structures and toseveral years, the total number of structures is still rela-
tively low and it is simply too early to know how large a lesser extent using NMR techniques.
Since RNA is a polyanion, cations have an importantwill be the complete ªtool-kitº of RNA structural motifs.
Modeling studies on RNA±peptide complexes were role in RNA folding and function. While many cations
interact with RNA as nonspecific counterions in rapidalso reported. F. Leclerc (University of Montreal) pre-
sented data on modeling of the structure of the RRE exchange with the phosphate backbone, some bind to
specific sites on the folded RNA structure. These spe-RNA in a complex with Rev peptides. Their results
showed that in favorable cases it is possible to produce cific cations often bind tightly, sometimes by coordinat-
ing directly (ªinnersphereº) to the RNA molecule insteadmodels that are structurally similar to the independently
determined NMR structures of the RNA (Leclerc et al., of through water molecules (ªoutersphereº). Although
monovalent cations can bind RNA specifically (Wang1997). A. Frankel (University of California, San Francisco)
also presented data for the Rev-RRE system where in et al., 1993), most attention has been paid to divalent
cations, especially magnesium, because of their highervitro and in vivo selection techniques were used to im-
prove the binding and specificity of the peptides for affinity and their role in RNA catalysis. The challenge
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has been to locate these specific divalent metal ions in conserved guanosine in domain I of the catalytic core
and inhibit cleavage (O. Uhlenbeck, University of Colo-the folded RNA structure and to determine their function.
Currently, the best way to locate divalent metal ions rado, Boulder). D. Herschlag (Stanford University) re-
viewed experiments showing that a hammerhead con-and theircoordination sites in RNA isby X-raycrystallog-
raphy. In their 1.5 AÊ crystal structure of the loop E dode- taining a unique phosphorothioate in domain II was
virtually inactive unless micromolar concentrations ofcamer fragment of 5S RNA, Steitz described four adja-
cent magnesium ions that bridge across a highly the thiophilic ion Cd(II) was present. He then presented
provocative preliminary evidence that this same metalnarrowed major groove, binding and neutralizing phos-
phates through innersphere coordination on one strand ion also coordinates the pro-Rp oxygen of the scissile
phosphate, even though these two oxygens are sepa-and outersphere coordination on the other. Two of the
magnesium ions were involved in a novel binuclear clus- rate by .20 AÊ in the X-ray structure. This would imply
that the hammerhead in the crystal structure is in anter where several coordinating water molecules are
shared by the two metal ions. At this high resolution, it ªopenº form and a very large structural rearrangement is
required to achieve its catalytically active conformation.is easy to distinguish magnesium ions from specifically
bound water molecules by their different coordination An additional value of the hammerhead is to develop
methods to study metals binding to RNA. F. Ecksteingeometry, even though both scatter X-rays quite simi-
larly. This problem faced Doudna when investigating a (Max-Plank, Gottingen) reviewed his recent data using
hammerheads uniquely substituted with the fluorescentcluster of intriguing electron density peaks near several
of the phosphates buried within the 160 nt fragment of nucleotide, 2-amino purine (Menger et al., 1996). He also
presented an in vitro selection of hammerhead ªrela-the group I intron (Cate et al., 1996). At 2.8 AÊ resolution,
it is difficult to distinguish magnesium ions from water tivesº that had a different core sequence and cleaved
at normally inactive GUG sequences. D. Lilley (Universitymolecules. Therefore they resorted to the standard trick
of soaking the more electron-dense manganese ions of Dundee) used fluorescence energy transfer and gel
electrophoresis methods (Bassi et al., 1996) to defineinto the crystals and confirmed that these were metal
ions that provided charge neutralization in the central two magnesium-dependent conformational transitions
in the hammerhead. One occurs at ,1 mM Mg(II) andcore of the RNA. This led to the intriguing hypothesis
that this metal cluster nucleates the folding of the RNA is associated with the folding of domain II and a second
occurs at z10 mM Mg(II) and appears associated with(Cate et al., 1997), an idea that received support by
experiments showing that substituting the relevant domain I. It will be interesting to try to correlate these
transitions with metal binding sites identified by thephosphates with phosphorothioates drastically destabi-
lized the RNA tertiary structure. crystallographers.
NMR can also be used to locate metal ions on RNA.
The most common method for probing specific ion bind-
Folding and Dynamicsing sites is to look at paramagnetic line broadening from
When RNA folds from a denatured state into its nativeMn (II) titrations, and Pardi used this method to identify
state, the secondary structure forms rapidly (microsec-a metal binding site that stabilizes a sharp bend in the
onds to milliseconds), but the tertiary structure of atheophylline-binding RNA aptamer. I. Tinoco (University
large RNA can take several minutes to assemble. J.of California, Berkeley) presented an alternative ap-
Williamson (MIT, Cambridge) reviewed earlier data (Zar-proach in which cobalt (III) hexamine is used as an ana-
rinkar and Williamson, 1996) showing that, in the grouplog for hydrated magnesium ion (Kieft and Tinoco, 1997).
I intron, the P4-P6 subdomain folds before the P3-P9The method was applied to an RNA hairpin derived from
domain. He then presented a clever method for selectingthe group I intron. Proton NOEs observed between the
fast-folding mutants, which was used to identify mole-RNA and the ion allow a precise positioning of the metal.
cules that folded considerably faster than the wild-typeThe cobalt hexamine was found to bind to exactly the
sequence. Surprisingly, the location of the mutationssame site as defined in the crystal structure. The affini-
were all in the P4-P6 domain and not in the part of theties of the cobalt hexamine and Mg(II) were then ob-
molecule that folded slowly. A possible explanation istained by analysis of the chemical shifts of selected
that a fully folded P4-P6 domain is a kinetic trap forresonances.
P3-P9 folding and that the mutations destabilize P4-P6The hammerhead ribozyme was a popular RNA in
thereby relieving the trap. It is clear that the field of RNAwhich to study the role of divalent metal ions in RNA
folding will be entertaining for a long time.catalysis. J. Murray (Leeds University) described experi-
Disulfide trapping experiments have been used toments in which Zn(II), Co(II), and Cd(II) were soaked into
probe the range and frequency of large scale motionsan active hammerhead crystal and the crystal was then
in proteins (Careaga and Falke, 1992), where the rate offlash frozen before cleavage occurred. They found that
disulfide formation between two engineered cysteineseach divalent metal ion occupied several different sites,
is measured. T. Cech (University of Colorado, Boulder)some identical to previously localized Mn(II) and Mg(II)
presented a fascinating talk applying this technology tosites (Pley et al., 1994; Scott et al., 1995, 1996) and some
RNA (Cohen and Cech, 1997). Unique positions withinnew sites provocatively close to the cleavage site. The
the group I intron were equipped with sulfhydryl groupschallenge for hammerhead researchers is to understand
using a variation of the Eckstein technology that buildshow these structural data are related to the reaction
off of the 29 amino modification (Sigurdsson andpath and, in particular, how these metal ions function
Eckstein, 1996). Control experiments showed immea-in catalysis. It is clear that not all the metal ions stimulate
catalysis. A single Tb(III) ion was found to bind to a surably slow crosslinking when the sulfhydryls were on
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the opposite ends of a stable RNA double helix. How- When tRNAs bind to synthetases, the RNA structure
often distorts in order to maximize sequence-specificever, remarkably little difference was observed between
the rates of crosslinking between a sulfhydryl in the contacts between the RNA and the protein. L. Liljas
(Uppsala University) reported that a similar situation oc-substrate helix P1 and sulfhydryls inserted in five differ-
ent positions in the intron that are separated by up to 50 curs when the translational operatorhairpin of MS2 virus
AÊ in the model of the group I intron. These experiments binds the MS2 coat protein. This interesting cocrystal
suggest that molecular motions between domains in the structure was obtained by first crystallizing an empty
group I intron are remarkably fast and imply that RNA viral capsid and then soaking the RNA hairpin into the
has a much more flexible tertiary structure than proteins. crystal (ValegaÈ rd et al., 1994). The structure of the hairpin
Even more remarkably, all the cross-linked RNAs still bound to the protein differs substantially from the struc-
showed some activity, suggesting that the active site ture of the free RNA determined by NMR (Borer et al.,
residues can still assemble despite the constraints im- 1995), because two adenosines that were stacked in the
posed by the disulfide. This disulfide cross-linking ap- free RNA are inserted into pockets in the protein±RNA
proach represents an extremely valuable tool for prob- complex.
ing the dynamics of RNA. Uhlenbeck also reported that K. Nagai's (MRC, Cambridge) high-resolution struc-
a disulfide cross-link between stem I and stem II of the ture of the U1A RNA recognition motif (RRM) bound to
hammerhead substantially increased the reverse (liga- an RNA hairpin derived from U1 RNA has been the gold
tion) rate without affecting the forward (cleavage) rate. standard of RNA±protein complexes (Oubridge et al.,
Presumably, the cross-link reduces the modes of motion 1994). Nagai was interested in the structure of the U2B99
that occur after cleavage and thereby promotes ligation. protein, which contains an RRM that recognizes a
Motions in RNA on a much faster time scale were also closely related RNA hairpin. However, in this case, no
discussed. E. Westhof (CNRS, Strasbourg) described recognition occurs unless a second protein, termed
several improvements in the molecular dynamics simu- U2A9, is also present. The ternary complex of the two
lations of RNA, including advances in dealing with the proteins and an RNA hairpin was solved at 2.4 AÊ resolu-
electrostatic forces in nucleicacids (Auffinger and West- tion. As expected, U2B99 interacts with the conserved
hof, 1997). Several simulations with the hammerhead nucleotides in the loop in a manner similar to U1A, but
led to proposals of metal ion centers, alternate base it also shows unique interactions with the extra A and
pairing schemes, and conformational changes at the the U´U base pair that closes the stem. The U2A9 protein
active site that can be tested by experimentalists. K. interacts with U2B99 and with a double helical stem in
Hall (Washington University, St. Louis) discussed how the RNA. F. Allain (MRC, Cambridge) described the NMR
NMR can be used to obtain information on rapid (nano- solution structure of the N-terminal RRM of U1A protein
second) molecular motions in RNA. Here 13C relaxation bound to an internal loop in U1A mRNA (Allain et al.,
experiments were used to probe motions of C-H vectors 1996). This was the first RNA±protein structure solved
on the sugars and bases, and she reported preliminary by NMR and thus represents a technical achievement.
applications to the iron-responsive element RNA hairpin. Since the RNA is from a different binding site than the
These experiments have been extensively applied in stem-loop U1 RNA, only part of the sequence of nucleo-
proteins to obtain ªorder parametersº in the backbone tides to which the protein binds is identical. This permits
nitrogens and are just beginning to be applied to RNAs. an interesting comparison of how two different RNAs
bind the same protein. Allain emphasized how the
change in structure of both the RNA and protein onStructure of RNA±Protein Complexes
RNA is also making its way into to the crystallization complex formation provides insights into RNA±protein
recognition.trays of protein crystallographers. S. Cusack (EMBL,
Grenoble) presented an update on the all-out assault Another example of two different RNAs binding the
same protein was supplied by P. Nissen (Aarhus Univer-on determining the structures of all 20 aminoacyl tRNA
synthetases. No less than 14 different structures are sity, Denmark) who showed the structure of the ternary
complex of elongation factor Tu, GDPNP, and Cys-known, six with tRNA bound. Focusing on the class II
family of enzymes, he contrasted the seryl synthetase tRNACys. This could then be compared with the previously
determined ternary complex containing Phe-tRNAPhethat does not bind to the anticodon loop, the prolyl
synthetase with a C-terminal anticodon binding domain, (Nissen et al., 1995). Although the two complexes were
virtually identical near the CCA end of the tRNA, theand the lysyl synthetase with an N-terminal anticodon
binding domain. The obvious modularity of the protein protein±nucleic acid contacts were somewhat different
in the body of the tRNA, probably because tRNACys hasreflects the need of the different synthetases to recog-
nize diverse anticodons. The modularity of synthetase a somewhat different general architecture than tRNAPhe.
It remains tobe seen whether these differences have anyrecognition was also discussed by R. Giege (CNRS,
Strasbourg), who focused onthe histidyl enzyme. Exper- functional significanceÐcontacts observed in a crystal
complex do not always contribute significantly to theiments with minihelices confirm that this enzyme
achieves much of its substrate recognition through the free energy of binding.
S. Schultz (University of Colorado, Boulder) presentedacceptor stem of tRNA, which has the unusual feature
of an extra 59 nucleotide. Since histidyl tRNA synthetase a high-resolution (1.9 AÊ ) X-ray structure of a short 10±
base pair RNA helix bound to a double-stranded RNAalso aminoacylates a variety of plant viruses terminating
with pseudoknots (Felden et al., 1996), a number of binding domain from the Xenopus laevis RNA-binding
protein A. This domain appears in many intersting pro-minipseudoknots consisting of a hybrid between circu-
lar and linear oligonucleotides were shown to interact teins including the human RNA-dependent protein ki-
nase PKR, the E. coli RNA processing enzyme RNAsewith the enzyme in the same way as the viral RNA.
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III, and the adenosine deaminases involved in RNA edit- obtained. The approach led to a lot of discussion of
what the resolution of such a model was and how, ining. In the structure, the protein interacts across an
irregular junction formed between two coaxially stacked general, resolution of structures was best defined, con-
sidering the different methods that were used.duplexes in the crystal lattice. Since long perfect RNA
duplexes are rarely observed in nature, this structure Pace's RNAse P structure will ultimately be valuable
in understanding how this RNA carries out catalysis. C.shows how this motif can also associate with nonregular
helical regions. Fierke (Duke University, North Carolina) has made the
first steps in this direction by determining the elemental
rate constants of the reaction and enumerating the num-
Structure and Function of Large RNAs ber of magnesium ions that are needed for substrate
Several large catalytic RNAs, including the group II in- binding and catalysis (Beebe et al., 1996). Her experi-
tron, the RNA subunit of RNAse P, and the two ribosomal ments also clearly demonstrate that P protein, the small
RNAs, have thus far eluded high-resolution structures. basic protein that is associated with E. coli RNAse P,
However, it is possible to learn a remarkable amount causes 104-fold tighter binding of the tRNA precursor
about the structure of an RNA molecule without an X-ray when compared to RNAse P RNA alone. Since P protein
generator or a large magnet. This is done by first de- does not seem to affect tRNA binding, it probably inter-
termining the RNA secondary structure. G. Stormo (Uni- acts with the part of the precursor that is cleaved off.
versity of Colorado, Boulder) briefly summarized several F. Michel (CNRS, Gif-sur-Yvette), well known for his
programs that use aligned RNA sequences from the model of the group I intron based on phylogenetic and
rapidly expanding genome databases and generate a biochemical experiments, has been turning his attention
secondary structure based on phylogenetic covariation to the group II self-splicing intron. Because of their
analysis. Especially interesting arecovariations innucle- mechanistic similarity to pre-mRNA splicing, these cata-
otides quite far apart in the structure that represent lytic RNAs are of obvious interest, but have been
potential tertiary interactions. While these programs annoyingly difficult to work with. They are large, hard
were developed for natural phylogenies, they are also toalign due to their high content of A and U residues, and
applicable toªartificial phylogeniesº produced by in vitro only rarely active in vitro. Most biochemical experiments
selection experiments. have focused on the ai5 intron of yeast, which reacts
Another technique for predicting RNA secondary quite slowly in vitro. However, biology has come to the
structure is the thermodynamic method that identifies rescue with an intron with a much higher GC content,
the most stable structure based on data obtained from a low Mg(II) optimum, and a very fast cleavage rate in
model oligonucleotide systems (Zuker and Jacobson, vitro. Initial thermal melting experiments indicate that
1995). M. Zuker (Washington University, St. Louis) de- the tertiary structure is disrupted before much of the
scribed continuing improvements in this approach fo- secondary structure is melted. Because of its conforma-
cusing on identifying parts of a particular structure that tional homogeneity, this RNA should be especially valu-
are the most reliable, by applying the criteria that they able for studying the mechanism of group II splicing,
are present in all possible predicted structures. It is a field rapidly being established by A. Pyle (Columbia
interesting that, although originally viewed as competing University, New York) and coworkers (Abramovitz et al.,
approaches to determining structure, the phylogenetic 1996). Pyle's efforts currently focus on a small, highly
and thermodynamic methods are now routinely com- conserved domain 5 hairpin of the group II intron that
bined, especially when relatively few sequences are is believed to be at or near the catalytic center of the
available for comparison. molecule. By assaying a large number of chemically
The next step is to place the short helices in the sec- modified RNAs, functional groups important for cataly-
ondary structure into their correct relative position in sis can be distinguished from the functional groups re-
three dimensions. The premier example of how this is quired for binding domain 5 to the rest of the intron.
done was presented by N. Pace (University of California, A proposed structural model of the domain 5 hairpin
Berkeley) using the catalytic subunit of RNAse P. After suggests that several putative metal ion sites important
identifying the critical helices that defined the common for catalysis are in the major groove around a G´U pair
catalytic core of the enzyme using phylogenetic meth- away from the contacts with the rest of the intron.
ods, photo-cross-linking experiments were used to The ribosome is the ultimate example of a big problem
identify the relative positions of the helices (Harris et in RNA structural biology. Although Steitz and Noller
al., 1997). A typical experiment involved introducing a tantalized the audience with pictures of ribosome crys-
photo-cross-linking reagent at the 59 terminus of the tals, it is unlikely that a high-resolution structure will be
RNA, irradiating, and then mapping the site(s) of cross- available before the next millennium. In the meantime,
linking. A circularly permuted form of the RNA is then several speakers discussed various aspects of this
made and the experiment repeated. More than 150 problem. S. Harvey (University of Alabama, Birming-
cross-links thus established distanceconstraints (based ham), best known for the distance constraint algorithms
on the length of the cross-linking reagent) throughout used in ribosome modeling (Malhotra and Harvey, 1994),
the molecule. Then, much in the same way that NMR primarily focused his talk on understanding thestructure
uses distance constraints to calculate a structure, a of the decoding site of the 30S ribosome, where two
three-dimensional model of the relative positions of the tRNA anticodon loops, the mRNA, and part of 16S rRNA
helices is generated. Since Pace used data on RNAs are all in proximity. Although speculative, the model did
from several organisms, it was clear that a low-resolu- agree with available data and clearly emphasized that
the ribosome is an RNA machine. R. Altman (Stanfordtion structure of the core-elements of RNAse P had been
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Allain, F.H.T., Gubser, C.C., Howe, P.W.A., Nagai, K., Neuhaus, D.,University) reviewed ongoing efforts to construct a ribo-
and Varani, G. (1996). Specificity of ribonucleoprotein interactionsome database that would link all published experimen-
determined by RNA folding during complex-formation. Nature 380,tal results with the rRNA structure. If this ambitious Web
646±650.
site is successfully created, it will be possible to click
Auffinger, P., and Westhof, E. (1997). RNA hydration: three nanosec-
on, say, C2251 of 23S rRNA and find out everything onds of multiple molecular dynamics simulations of the solvated
known about this position. This will be useful long after tRNA(Asp) anticodon hairpin. J. Mol. Biol. 269, 326±341.
the ribosome structure is solved. Baeyens, K.J., De bondt, H.L., and Holbrook, S.R. (1995). Structure
Finally, H. Noller (University of California, Santa Cruz) of an RNA double helix including uracil-uracil base-pairs in an inter-
nal loop. Nature Struct. Biol. 2, 56±62.described two strategies to map the position of sub-
strates with respect to the available models of the 30S Baeyens, K.J., De Bondt, H.L., Pardi, A., and Holbrook, S.R. (1996).
A curved RNA helix incorporating an internal loop with a G-A andand 50S subunit. In the first, anticodon hairpins with
A-A non-Watson Crick base pairing. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93,stems varying from 5 to 30 base pairs were synthesized
12851±12855.with a covalently attached EDTA derivative capable of
Bassi, G.S., Murchie, A.I., and Lilley, D.M. (1996). The ion-inducedbinding Fe(II). These hairpins were bound to either the
folding of the hammerhead ribozyme: core sequence changes that
A site or the P site of the ribosome and hydroxyl radicals perturb folding into the active conformation. RNA 2, 756±768.
were generated in the neighborhood of the bound Fe(II). Battiste, J.L., Mao, H., Rao, N.S., Tan, R., Muhandiram, D.R., Kay,
The radical induced cleavage sites on 16S and 23S rRNA L.E., Frankel, A.D., and Williamson, J.R. (1996). Alpha helix-RNA
could then be mapped, effectively defining a ruler that major groove recognition in an HIV-1 rev peptide-RRE RNA complex.
Science 273, 1547±1551.extends from the two decoding sites outward. These
data could be combined with recent cryoelectron mi- Beebe, J.A., Kurz, J.C., and Fierke, C.A. (1996). Magnesium-ions are
required by Bacillus-subtilis ribonuclease-P RNA for both bindingcroscopy studies to position the A site and P site tRNAs
and cleaving precursor tRNA(Asp). Biochemistry 35, 10493±10505.onto the rest of the ribosome. In the second strategy,
Borer, P.N., Lin, Y., Wang, S., Roggenbuck, M.W., Gott, J.M., Uhlen-the Fe(II)-EDTA reagent was tethered to cysteine side
beck, O.C., and Pelczer, I. (1995). Proton NMR and structural fea-chains engineered into different locations on the known
tures of a 24-nucleotide RNA hairpin. Biochemistry 34, 6488±6503.
structure of EF-G (Aevarsson et al., 1994; Czworkowski
Butcher, S.E., Dieckmann, T., and Feigon, J. (1997). Solution struc-
et al., 1994). Mapping of the free radical cleavage sites ture of the conserved 16S-like ribosomal RNA UGAA tetraloop. J.
on rRNA permits the placement of EF-G on the ribosome Mol. Biol. 268, 348±358.
model. Interestingly, EF-G did not superimpose onto Careaga, C.L., and Falke, J.J. (1992). Thermal motions of surface
either the A site or P site tRNAs. By replacing the EF-G alpha-helices in the D-galactose chemosensory receptorÐdetec-
tion by disulfide trapping. J. Mol. Biol. 226, 1219±1235.structure with the very similar EF-Tu-tRNA ternary com-
plex, a tentative position for the tRNA as it enters the Cate, J.H., Gooding, A.R., Podell, E., Zhou, K.H., Golden, B.L., Kun-
drot, C.E., Cech, T.R., and Doudna, J.A. (1996). Crystal structure ofribosome could be established. Noller therefore pro-
a group-I ribozyme domainÐprinciples of RNA packing. Scienceposes that the path of tRNA through the ribosome pri-
273, 1678±1685.marily involves a swinging motion with the plane of the
Cate, J.H., Hanna, R.L., and Doudna, J.A. (1997). A magnesiumL-shaped tRNA pivoting around an axis perpendicular
ion core at the heart of a ribozyme domain. Nature Struct. Biol. 4,
to the anticodon stem. Two successive 608 movements 553±558.
are required in transit from the entry site to the A site
Cohen, S.B., and Cech, T.R. (1997). Dynamics of thermal motions
to the P site. within a large catalytic RNA investigated by cross-linking with thiol-
Even from the start of the meeting, and certainly by disulfide interchange. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 119, 6259±6268.
the end, it was evident that RNA structural biology has Czworkowski, J., Wang, J., Steitz, T.A., and Moore, P.B. (1994). The
reached a new frontier. With the influx of high-resolution crystal structure of elongation factor G complexed with GDP, at 2.7
AÊ resolution. EMBO J. 13, 3661±3668.RNA structures, it is possible for the first time to really
Dieckmann, T., Suzuki, E., Nakamura, G.K., and Feigon, J. (1996).test the limits of biochemical probing and structure pre-
Solution structure of an ATP-binding RNA aptamer reveals a noveldiction methods. Equally importantly, the structures can
fold. RNA 2, 628±640.be used as the basis of further studies of the function,
Du, Z., Giedroc, D.P., and Hoffman, D.W. (1996). Structure of theand in particular catalytic mechanisms, of RNA. In many
autoregulatory pseudoknot within the gene 32 messenger RNA ofcases the structures have verified the conclusions
bacteriophages T2 and T6: a model for a possible family of structur-
drawn from these more indirect studies, whereas in ally related RNA pseudoknots. Biochemistry 35, 4187±4198.
other cases they have provided new insights. The chal- Felden, B., Florentz, C., Giege, R., and Westhof, E. (1996). A central
lenge now, in addition to further developing the lexicon pseudoknotted three-way junction imposes tRNA-like mimicry and
of RNA structures, is to use the structural information the orientation of three 59 upstream pseudoknots in the 39 terminus
of tobacco mosaic virus RNA. RNA 2, 201±212.obtained to explain how the molecules really function
Fourmy, D., Recht, M.I., Blanchard, S.C., and Puglisi, J.D. (1996).in the cell. Much awaits us for the next RNA structure
Structure of the A site of Escherichia coli 16S ribosomal RNA com-meeting to be held in two years.
plexed with an aminoglycoside antibiotic. Science 274, 1367±1371.
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